The materials of Dianetics and Scientology are vast. The following is a complete listing of publications and other releases from 1948 through present time.

Books

Books are listed giving title, author, publication date, original publisher and where first published.

E-Meters

There were many models of the E-Meter throughout the years of its development. In this listing the most important ones are noted as they appeared.

Films

A number of 16 mm films were made between 1958 and 1970. These are noted as they appeared.

In 1977 these films began to be released as 8 mm (Super 8) film cartridges.

A large number of new films are in progress and planned. These, as well as the older films, are being issued in the form of film cartridges. Where these appear in the listing they are noted as film cartridges.

Insignia

Each of the insignia of Dianetics and Scientology is shown and described as at the time of adoption.

Taped Lectures

These are an issue line of both administration and auditing technology.

Tapes are listed showing tape number, lecture code (where applicable) and title. The tape number is a code for the date as follows. The first two numbers give the year, the next two numbers the month, the C stands for copy, and the last two numbers give the day of the month. The lectures codes, used where the lecture is part of a particular series, are defined in the list of abbreviations.

L. Ron Hubbard has said, "There are about 25,000,000 words on tape in archives which provide the consecutive path of discovery. "These tapes are not simply lectures. They are the ONLY existing record of all the advances which made possible the handling of the human mind."

A special unit has been set up at the Flag Land Base, to get all tape lectures transcribed and published as printed volumes. The project is currently underway and is known as the "Tapes to Books" project.

Books

Dianetics: The Evolution of a Science, by L. Ron Hubbard. Written in early 1950 was published first as a magazine article in May, 1950 and published as a book in September, 1950 by the Hubbard Dianetic Research Foundation of Los Angeles, California. Translations: Danish, Dutch, French, German, Spanish, Swedish.

Dianetics: The Original Thesis, by L. Ron Hubbard. Originally entitled Scientific Action, the title was changed to Abnormal Dianetics and in 1948 was first circulated in professional circles as a manuscript, then in 1951 was published as a book by the Hubbard Dianetic Research Foundation of Wicoda, Kansas. Translations: Danish, Dutch, French, German, Spanish, Swedish.

In 1977 the first taped lecture was made available in cassette form. Where these are listed they are noted as tape cassette.

Translations

Translations of many of these books and tapes have been made, a majority of which are available as tape recordings. These are noted throughout the listing.

Hundreds of Dianetics and Scientology courses have been founded from this wealth of material and many of these have been translated onto tapes. A listing of translated course tapes appears at the end of this publications list.

Taped Lectures

At the end of May, 1950 the first professional course on Dianetics was announced. Lectures given by L. Ron Hubbard in June, July and early August at Elizabeth, New Jersey, are:

Note on Dianetics was announced. Lectures given by L. Ron Hubbard in June, July and early August at Elizabeth, New Jersey, are:

5006C21 SOP Step 1: Pc Inventory: Finding and making use of psychiatric treatment and its drawbacks, hypnotism, dramatizations, valences, allies; using the inventory to establish affinity with Pc

5006C22 SOP Step 2: Opening the Case — Engrams and Parts of the Mind: Ananen, prenatal bank, grief engrams, SOP, demonstration of getting a case moving on the track

5006C23 Engrams and Parts of the Mind: Boll-offs, file clerk, mind's filing systems, the somatic strip

5006C24 Engrams and Parts of the Mind: Action phrases, walking engrams backwards, shape of engrams, migraines, importance of pleasure moments in therapy

5006C25 Step 3: Holders, Bouncers, Deniers, Taking Inventory, Psychotics

5006C26 Step 3: Holders, Bouncers, Deniers, Taking Inventory, Psychotics

5006C27 Step 3: Holders, Bouncers, Deniers, Taking Inventory, Psychotics

5006C28 Engrams and Types of Cases (psychotic to Clear)

5006C29 Engrams and Parts of the Mind: Ananen, prenatal bank, grief engrams, SOP, demonstration of getting a case moving on the track

5006C30 Preventive Dianetics

5006C31 SOP Step 2; Running Engrams and Step 3, Demon Circuits and Valence Commands

5006C32 SOP Step 2: Running Engrams and Step 3, Demon Circuits and Valence Commands

5006C33 SOP Step 2; Running Engrams and Step 3, Demon Circuits and Valence Commands

5008C10 Shrine Auditorium, Los Angeles

The following Monday professional level courses started under L. Ron Hubbard's personal direction at the Los Angeles Department of the Hubbard Dianetic Research Foundation.

5008C15 Anatomy of the Engram

5008C16 Affinity, Reality, Communication: How breaks affect adversely, how cleaning up breaks effect increased ability, how ARC can be used in auditing

5008C17 Straightwire

5008C18 Demonstration and Talk on Denyers, Bouncers, Holders

5008C19 Engrams—Two Parts of the Mind

5008C20 Valences, Analytical Mind

In 1950 L. Ron Hubbard made his first public appearance in Los Angeles, California, where he spoke to a jammed house of over 6000 enthusiastic people.

On 10 August 1950 L. Ron Hubbard made his first public appearance in Los Angeles, California, where he spoke to a jammed house of over 6000 enthusiastic people.

Tape Cassette

In 1977 the first taped lecture was made available in cassette form. Where these are listed they are noted as tape cassette.

Translations

Translations of many of these books and tapes have been made, a majority of which are available as tape recordings. These are noted throughout the listing.

Hundreds of Dianetics and Scientology courses have been founded from this wealth of material and many of these have been translated onto tapes. A listing of translated course tapes appears at the end of this publications list.

1948 BOOKS

Dianetics: The Evolution of a Science, by L. Ron Hubbard. Originally entitled Scientific Action, the title was changed to Abnormal Dianetics and in 1948 was first circulated in professional circles as a manuscript, then in 1951 was published as a book by the Hubbard Dianetic Research Foundation of Wicta, Kansas. Translations: Danish, Dutch, French, German, Spanish, Swedish.

1950 BOOKS

Dianetics: The Original Thesis, by L. Ron Hubbard. Originally entitled Scientific Action, the title was changed to Abnormal Dianetics and in 1948 was first circulated in professional circles as a manuscript, then in 1951 was published as a book by the Hubbard Dianetic Research Foundation of Los Angeles, California. Translations: Danish, Dutch, French, German, Spanish, Swedish.

Notes on the Lectures of L. Ron Hubbard, was compiled and edited by the staff of the Hubbard Dianetic Research Foundation of Los Angeles, California from two lecture series given by L. Ron Hubbard in the Fall of 1950. The first edition was a limited mimeographed edition published in December, 1950. It was published in book form in January 1951. Translations: Danish, Dutch, French, German, Swedish.

The following are other books compiled by staff in 1950.

5006C21 Engrams

5007C10 Psychosomatics

5007C11 Standard Procedure

5007C12 Review of Standard Procedure

5007C13 Checking Data — Straightwire — Dramatizations

5007C14 Conception — Sperm Sequence

5007C15 Erasures

5007C16 Affinity, Reality, Communication: How breaks affect adversely, how cleaning up breaks effect increased ability, how ARC can be used in auditing

5007C17 Straightwire

5007C18 Demonstration and Talk on Denyers, Bouncers, Holders

5007C19 Engrams—Two Parts of the Mind

5007C20 Valences, Analytical Mind

The Greek letter Delta is the basic form. Green for growth, yellow for life. The four stripes represent the Four Dynamics ... as, I Self, II Sex and Family, III Group and IV Mankind. This symbol was designed in 1950 and has been used since.

5008C04 Affinity, Reality, Communication: What they are, how they relate to one another, how they apply to auditing and life, how they can be aberrative.

5008C05 Political Diantetics

5008C06 Aesthetics

5008C07 Language Adjustment — Definitions of words in a language

5008C08 The Complete Auditor (relations to other fields and to the public)

5008C09 SOP Step 1: Pc Inventory: Finding and making use of psychiatric treatment and its drawbacks, hypnotism, dramatizations, valences, allies; using the inventory to establish affinity with Pc

5008C10 Shrine Auditorium, Los Angeles

The following Monday professional level courses started under L. Ron Hubbard's personal direction at the Los Angeles Department of the Hubbard Dianetic Research Foundation.

5008C15 Anatomy of the Engram

5008C16 Affinity, Reality, Communication: How breaks affect adversely, how cleaning up breaks effect increased ability, how ARC can be used in auditing

5008C17 Straightwire

5008C18 Demonstration and Talk on Denyers, Bouncers, Holders

5008C19 Engrams—Two Parts of the Mind

5008C20 Valences, Analytical Mind

In 1950 L. Ron Hubbard made his first public appearance in Los Angeles, California, where he spoke to a jammed house of over 6000 enthusiastic people.

5008C17 Straightwire

5008C18 Demonstration and Talk on Denyers, Bouncers, Holders

5008C19 Engrams—Two Parts of the Mind

5008C20 Valences, Analytical Mind

On 10 August 1950 L. Ron Hubbard made his first public appearance in Los Angeles, California, where he spoke to a jammed house of over 6000 enthusiastic people.

Tape Cassette

In 1977 the first taped lecture was made available in cassette form. Where these are listed they are noted as tape cassette.

Translations

Translations of many of these books and tapes have been made, a majority of which are available as tape recordings. These are noted throughout the listing.

Hundreds of Dianetics and Scientology courses have been founded from this wealth of material and many of these have been translated onto tapes. A listing of translated course tapes appears at the end of this publications list.

1950

BOOKS


translations. Also available for the blind in braille, record and cassette editions. Translations: Danish, Dutch, French, German, Spanish, Swedish.

Notes on the Lectures of L. Ron Hubbard, was compiled and edited by the staff of the Hubbard Dianetic Research Foundation of Los Angeles, California from two lecture series given by L. Ron Hubbard in the Fall of 1950. The first edition was a limited mimeographed edition published in December, 1950. It was published in book form in January 1951. Translations: Danish, Dutch, French, German, Swedish.

The following are other books compiled by staff in 1950.

Group Dianetics, staff written from lectures of L. Ron Hubbard. Published by the Hubbard Dianetic Research Foundation, Elizabeth, New Jersey, 1950.


Organization of Dianetic Groups and Centers, published by the Hubbard Dianetic Research Foundation, Elizabeth, New Jersey, 1950.

Foundation Papers and Papers of Organization and Technological Interest, published by the Hubbard Dianetic Research Foundation, Elizabeth, New Jersey, 1950.

The Processing of Psychotics, staff written from L. Ron Hubbard lectures. A synthesis of Institutional Dianetics. Published by the Hubbard Dianetic Research Foundation, Elizabeth, New Jersey, 1950.

This was followed by a course covering four evenings at the Oakland Municipal Theatre. A lecture and demonstration was given each night. Part of the material presented during this lecture series is included in the book Notes on the Lectures of L. Ron Hubbard.

The following lectures were given by L. Ron Hubbard during October and the first half of November, 1950.

5010C09 Standard Procedure
5011C Basic Course 1
5011C02 Standard Procedure Tools—Accessibility—Starting Case
5011C04 Affinity, Communication and Reality
5011C06A7 Twin Research
5011C07 STP Standard Procedure
5011C08 Twin Research
5011C07 STP Standard Procedure
5011C08 Child Dianetics
5011C08 Insulin Shock Demonstration
5011C09 Group Dianetics
5011C10 Handling Psychotics
5011C11 Educational Dianetics
5011C15 Demonstration Research

L. Ron Hubbard returned to Los Angeles where he gave a series of lectures to the Professional Auditor’s Course students at the Hubbard Dianetic Research Foundation. Notes on most of these lectures are included in the book Notes on the Lectures of L. Ron Hubbard.

5011C20 STP-1 Thought, Life and the Material Universe
5011C21 STP-2A Spectrum of Logic—The Tone Scale: The mind as a computer, the use of infinity valued logic, emotions, the ABC triangle, and what is humor.
5011C21 STP-2B Spectrum of Logic—The Tone Scale (cont’d)
5011C22 STP Auditor’s Code and Beginnings of Standard Procedure
5011C22 STP Standard Procedure—Accessibility—ARC
5011C24 STP Case Entrance—Accessibility
5011C24 STP Case Entrance (cont’d)—Points of Entrance—Nonverbal Factors
5011C25 STP-5A ARC and the Four Dynamics—Accessibility Chart
5011C25 STP ARC and the Four Dynamics (cont’d)—Circuitry
5011C26 SOP “Access”
5011C27 STP-6A Standard Procedure—Chronic Somaties—Stuck on the Track
5011C27 STP Straight Memory—Affinity, Reality & Communication—Tone Scales
5011C28 STP Valences and Demon Circuits
5011C28 STP Title unknown
5011C29 STP Circuits, Valences, Accessibility, ARC
5011C29 STP-8B Straight Memory Techniques
5011C30 STP-9 Rudimentary Data on Groups: Lectures I, II, III
5011C30 STP-9B Completion of lecture on Groups and Questions and Answers: Lectures V, VI, VII
5011C30 STP-12 Standard Procedure Step 3
5012C01 STP Group Dianetics

Lectures given by L. Ron Hubbard in Los Angeles, California 7 to 19 December 1950.
5012C07 Affinity, Communication, Reality
5012C19 Chain Scanning

The following is a list of lectures by L. Ron Hubbard for which the specific date is not known.


Supplements to Science of Survival contained articles written by various Dianeticists. Supplement No. 1 through No. 4 contained articles by L. Ron Hubbard which are preserved in The Technical Bulletins of Dianetics and Scientology, 1970. In all, six supplements were published by the Hubbard Dianetic Research Foundation, Wichita, Kansas.

Science of Survival Supplement No. 1 was published September, 1951.

Science of Survival Supplement No. 2 was published September, 1951.

Science of Survival Supplement No. 4 was published February, 1952.

Science of Survival Supplement No. 5 was published April, 1952.

Science of Survival Supplement No. 6 was published June, 1952.

1951

BOOKS

Dianetics Processing; A Brief Survey of Research Projects and Preliminary Results, staff written, published by the Hubbard Dianetic Research Foundation, Elizabeth, New Jersey, January, 1951.


Self Analysis, A Simple Self-Help Technique of Thought and Processes Based on the Discoveries Contained in Dianetics. This book was modified by L. Ron Hubbard in 1953 for creative processing and called Self Analysis in Dianetics in Britain and Self Analysis in Scientology in America. The original version is, however, the one used currently. Published by the International Library of Arts and Sciences, Wichita, Kansas, August, 1951. Translations: Danish, Dutch, French, German, Italian, Spanish, Swedish.

Education and the Auditor, taken from the lectures of L. Ron Hubbard, published by the Hubbard Dianetic Foundation, Wichita, Kansas, August, 1951.


Supplements to Science of Survival contained articles written by various Dianeticists. Supplement No. 1 through No. 4 contained articles by L. Ron Hubbard which are preserved in The Technical Bulletins of Dianetics and Scientology, 1970. In all, six supplements were published by the Hubbard Dianetic Research Foundation, Wichita, Kansas.

Science of Survival Supplement No. 1 was published September, 1951.

Science of Survival Supplement No. 2 was published September, 1951.

Science of Survival Supplement No. 4 was published February, 1952.

Science of Survival Supplement No. 5 was published April, 1952.

Science of Survival Supplement No. 6 was published June, 1952.

The Dianetics Axioms, by L. Ron Hubbard, published by the Hubbard Dianetic Research Foundation, Wichita, Kansas, October, 1951. This book was issued during the October Midwest Conference and was the first release of the Axioms of Dianetics. (The Dianetic Axioms are available in the books Advanced Procedure and Axioms, Axioms and Logics and Scientology 98.)

Child Dianetics, Dianetic Processing for Children, was compiled from the research and lecture materials of L. Ron Hubbard by the staff of the Hubbard Dianetic Foundation of Los Angeles, California, and published at Wichita, Kansas, by the International Library of Arts and Sciences. October Hubbard wrote the introduction in August, 1951, about the same time as the book was actually typeset. Translations: Dutch, French, Swedish.

Advanced Procedure and Axioms, by L. Ron Hubbard, first published by the Hubbard Dianetic Research Foundation in Wichita, Kansas, in late November, 1951. It was written as a companion book to Handbook for Preclears (which was published in December, 1951). Translations: Danish, Dutch, French, German, Spanish, Swedish.

Handbook for Preclears, by L. Ron Hubbard, was the main theme of the Second Annual Conference of Hubbard Dianetic Auditors at which it was introduced. Handbook for Preclears is intended as a companion volume to Advanced Procedure and Axioms. It contains the Hubbard Chart of Attitudes. Originally published in December 1951 at Wichita, Kansas, it was later republished by Scientific Press in Phoenix, Arizona, under the title Scientology: Handbook for Preclears. Translations: Danish, Dutch, French, German, Spanish, Swedish.

New Developments from the Foundation, published by the Hubbard Dianetic Research Foundation, Wichita, Kansas, December, 1951. This book was compiled by the staff.

Conference Report, compiled by staff, was published by the Dianetics Processing and Research Foundation, Chicago, Illinois, late 1951.

Voiley Mathison presented L. Ron Hubbard with the first E-Meter, the Model-B. It was used for research throughout 1951. Also in 1951 the first projection meter was built, the Model-A Meter. This meter was useful in auditing demonstrations in that the meter dial could be projected so the students could see it.
WHAT IS SCIENTOLOGY?

TAPED LECTURES

Lectures given by L. Ron Hubbard in California in January, 1951:

5101C09 An Essay on Management
5101C18 Accessibility

Beginning in December, 1950, L. Ron Hubbard gave a series of fifteen-minute lectures over 126 radio stations. On the West Coast of America they were broadcast daily, Monday through Friday, at 10:15 a.m. Seven of these lectures are listed below:

5102C07 R/BRCST Group Dianetics — How to straighten out a group — The group and the individual
5102C08 R/BRCST Dianetics — its ability to handle community's individual's and nation's problems
5102C09 R/BRCST Valence — Straight Memory
5102C12 R/BRCST Valence — Grief and Valence
5102C13 R/BRCST Husbands and Wives (etc.) Auditing each other
5102C14 R/BRCST Communication Breaks: Seeing, hearing, speaking, etc.

In the Spring of 1951, the Hubbard Dianetic Research Foundation moved from Elizabeth, New Jersey, to Wichita, Kansas. On the evening of 21 May 1951, L. Ron Hubbard spoke to a filled lecture hall at the Wichita Foundation. This was his first major lecture in several months, as he had been engaged in completing Science of Survival, and he presented technological improvements and expansions and clarifications of theory.

5104C09 Time
5104C09 Motion
5105C21 Introduction to Science of Survival
5106C — Validation Processing
5106C04 All Possible Aberration — 1
5106C04 All Possible Aberration — 2
5106C12 Demonstration
5106C12 Theory Behind Theta and MEST

The First Annual Conference of Hubbard Dianetic Auditors was held by the Hubbard Dianetic Foundation at Wichita, Kansas, June 25-30, 1951. L. Ron Hubbard lectured to the conference every day of the conference.

5106C25 Introduction to Conference and New Book
5106C25 Techniques — Tone Scale
5106C25 Theta — MEST (Survive and Succumb)
5106C26 HEV-1 Chart of Human Evaluation
5106C27 VP-1 Validation Processing — Intro to Self Auditing Guk
5106C27 VP-2 Chronic Somatics
5106C27 VP-3 Demonstration (Validation Processing)
5106C28 CAC The Completed Auditor, Part I — Auditing techniques — the dynamics — interior and exterior — standard procedure — auditing — lock scanning — ARC straightwire
5106C28 CAC The Completed Auditor, Part II — Intro, extroversion — past deaths and lives — conclusion of conference
5106C29 HDA-1 HDA Conference No. 1
5106C30 HDA-2,3 MEST (Survive and Succumb)
5106C30 HDA-4,5 Final Lecture at Conference (Questions & Answers)

5107C07 R/BRCST Group Dianetics — How to straighten out a group — The group and the individual
5107C08 R/BRCST Dianetics — its ability to handle community's individual's and nation's problems
5107C09 R/BRCST Valence — Straight Memory
5107C12 R/BRCST Valence — Grief and Valence
5107C13 R/BRCST Husbands and Wives (etc.) Auditing each other
5107C14 R/BRCST Communication Breaks: Seeing, hearing, speaking, etc.

The Wichita Monday Lectures. L. Ron Hubbard gave the following Monday lectures to Foundation students at Wichita, Kansas, in July and August, 1951.

5107C09 VMP-1 Validation Processing
5107C09 VMP-2 MEST Processing
5107C09 VMP-3 Addenda — MEST Processing
5107C16 VMP-4 Some Educational Material
5107C16 VMP-5 More on MEST Processing
5107C16 Advice to the Auditor

5107C21 Validation Processing
5107C23 Time Track
5107C23 Basic Processing
5107C30 Basic Reason, Part I
5107C30 Basic Reason, Part II
5108C06 Survival Processing, Part I
5108C06 Survival Processing, Part II

The Human Evaluation Course Lectures. During the week of August 13, L. Ron Hubbard gave a series of lectures launching the Special Course in Human Evaluation, as another important branch of Dianetics. Among those attending were representatives of the major industries in Wichita, Kansas.

5108C13 HEV What is Dianetics
5108C13 HEV-2 The Value of the Chart of Human Evaluation and its Application
5108C13 HEV What Dianetics Can Do
5108C13 HEV-3 The Dynamics of Existence — Derivation and Uses of the Chart of Human Evaluation
5108C14 HEV-4 Life Force Endowment, Personality and Tone Scale Reaction to the Universe (Conquest of the physical universe)
5108C14 HEV-5 Behavior and Punishment — Evolution on Theta and GE Lines (Parts of the mind)
5108C15 HEV-6 Tone Scale, Part I — How to Talk About the Tone Scale to the Non-Dianeticist
5108C15 HEV-7 Tone Scale, Part II — Chronic Position on the Tone Scale
5108C16 HEV-8 Motion and Emotion and Its Relationship to Man and the Tone Scale
5108C16 HEV-9 Motion and Emotion (cont’d) — Physiology
5108C17 HEV-10 Motion and Emotion (cont’d) — Physiological Aspects
5108C17 HEV-11 Review of Motion and Emotion — ARC Triangle

Lectures given by L. Ron Hubbard at the Foundation in Wichita, Kansas from 20 August to 20 September, 1951.

5108C20 Motion
5108C21 Standard Procedure
5108C27 Motion and Emotion — Line Charge, Parts 1-5
5108C28 Psychiotics
5108C28 Analytical Mind
5109C04 PLS-12 Time and Motion (Geriatrics)
5109C04 Illusion
5109C10 PLS-13 Mimicry
5109C10 PLS-14 Arithmetic
5109C10 The Cellular Postulate
5109C14 Effort Processing
5109C17 Black Dianetics
5109C17 The Cellular Postulate
5109C20 Introduction to Survival
5109C20 Effort Processing
5109C20 Logic

Lectures given by L. Ron Hubbard...
THE LIST OF DIANETICS AND SCIENTOLOGY PUBLICATIONS, FILMS AND TAPES

in Wichita, Kansas, from 23 September through 1 October, 1951.

1952

BOOKS


What to Audit, published by the Hubbard Association of Scientologists Incorporated, London, July 1952. It was the same text as What to Audit. A later edition was entitled Scientology: A History of Man, which is its current title. Translations: Danish, Swedish.

The Professional Course Lecture Summary, also known as the Professional Course Booklets, were 50 course booklets compiled and written from transcripts of lectures given by L. Ron Hubbard during the Spring and Summer of 1952.

The first 27 booklets were originally entitled the Summary Course Booklets, published by the Scientific Press, Phoenix, Arizona, March 1952. Their titles follow.

1. Introduction to Scientology
2. Introduction to Scientology
3. Introduction to Scientology
4. Introduction to Scientology
5. Introduction to Scientology
6. Introduction to Scientology
7. Introduction to Scientology
8. Introduction to Scientology
9. Introduction to Scientology
10. Introduction to Scientology
11. Introduction to Scientology
12. Introduction to Scientology
13. Introduction to Scientology
14. Introduction to Scientology
15. Introduction to Scientology
16. Introduction to Scientology
17. Introduction to Scientology
18. Introduction to Scientology

1. Introduction to Scientology
2. Introduction to Scientology
3. Introduction to Scientology
4. Introduction to Scientology
5. Introduction to Scientology
6. Introduction to Scientology
7. Introduction to Scientology
8. Introduction to Scientology
9. Introduction to Scientology
10. Introduction to Scientology
11. Introduction to Scientology
12. Introduction to Scientology
13. Introduction to Scientology
14. Introduction to Scientology
15. Introduction to Scientology
16. Introduction to Scientology
17. Introduction to Scientology
18. Introduction to Scientology


1. Introduction to Scientology
2. Introduction to Scientology
3. Introduction to Scientology
4. Introduction to Scientology
5. Introduction to Scientology
6. Introduction to Scientology
7. Introduction to Scientology
8. Introduction to Scientology
9. Introduction to Scientology
10. Introduction to Scientology
11. Introduction to Scientology
12. Introduction to Scientology
13. Introduction to Scientology
14. Introduction to Scientology
15. Introduction to Scientology
16. Introduction to Scientology
17. Introduction to Scientology
18. Introduction to Scientology


The Second Annual Conference of Hubbard Dianetic Auditors was held in Wichita, Kansas, from the 27th to the 30th of December, 1951. Lectures, demonstrations and seminars evolved around L. Ron Hubbard's latest book, "Handbook for Preclears," introduced at this meeting, and Advanced Procedure and Axioms.


A Key to the Unconscious—Symbology of Processing, by L. Ron Hubbard. Published by the Scientific Press, Phoenix, Arizona, June, 1952. (The text of this book is printed in full in The Technical Bulletins of Dianetics and Scientology, 1976.)

The Hubbard College Lectures. On February 6, 1952, L. Ron Hubbard addressed the general public, including many members of the faculty and student bodies of the Wichita and Friends Universities at the Arcadia Theatre in Wichita, Kansas.

5201C06 The Hubbard College Lectures. On February 12th 1952 L. Ron Hubbard founded the Hubbard College in Wichita, Kansas. During February he delivered the following lectures to professional auditing course students.

5202C18 Code of Honor
5202C18 Care of the Body (and the cycle of birth, growth, decay and death)
5202C25 HPC-1 Review of Progress of Dianetics and Dianetics Business

TAPED LECTURES

The Wichita Foundation Lectures were given to the students at the Wichita Foundation from January 1 to February 8, 1952.

5201C01 A Service Facsimile
5201C07 Survival
5201C07 Question and Answer Period
5201C11 The Service Facsimile
5201C14 The Emotional Curve
5201C14 Some Aspects of Dianetics on Society: The time element required for body to repair after Dianetics
5201C14 Aspects of Dianetics on Society (cont'd)
5201C21 The Anatomy of the "Overt Act", Part I
5201C21 The Anatomy of the "Overt Act", Part II
5201C28 The Anatomy of "Scientology Facsimile", Part I
5201C28 The Anatomy of "Scientology Facsimile", Part II
5201C29 HDFL Anatomy of Service Facsimiles
5202C02 Psychogalvanometer, Mysticism Groups
5202C08 Summary of Service Fac Chain
5202C08 Motive of SLP 8
5202C08 Application of Games to Processing

The Wichita Foundation Lectures were given to the students at the Wichita Foundation from January 1 to February 8, 1952.

5201C01 A Service Facsimile
5201C07 Survival
5201C07 Question and Answer Period
5201C11 The Service Facsimile
5201C14 The Emotional Curve
5201C14 Some Aspects of Dianetics on Society: The time element required for body to repair after Dianetics
5201C14 Aspects of Dianetics on Society (cont'd)
5201C21 The Anatomy of the "Overt Act", Part I
5201C21 The Anatomy of the "Overt Act", Part II
5201C28 The Anatomy of "Scientology Facsimile", Part I
5201C28 The Anatomy of "Scientology Facsimile", Part II
5201C29 HDFL Anatomy of Service Facsimiles
5202C02 Psychogalvanometer, Mysticism Groups
5202C08 Summary of Service Fac Chain
5202C08 Motive of SLP 8
5202C08 Application of Games to Processing

The Hubbard College Lectures. On February 12th 1952 L. Ron Hubbard founded the Hubbard College in Wichita, Kansas. During February he delivered the following lectures to professional auditing course students.

5202C18 Code of Honor
5202C18 Care of the Body (and the cycle of birth, growth, decay and death)
5202C25 HPC-1 Review of Progress of Dianetics and Dianetics Business

WHAT IS SCIENTOLOGY?

5202C25 HPC-3/4 Summary of Aberrative Incidents (before time begins, Fac 1, helper, 300-400 base, motivator for violence, basic to overt acts, world closed in incidents, how early track eases up, overt act incidents — resumé of how these incidents run)

The Summary Course Lectures. During March 1952 L. Ron Hubbard gave the following lectures to professional course students at the Hubbard College.

5203C03 HCL-1 Introduction to Scientology: Milestone One
5203C03 HCL-2 Introduction to Scientology: Outline of Therapy
5203C03 HCL-2A Demonstration by Ron of E-Meter, Running Entities
5203C04 HCL-3 Axioms and How They Apply to Auditing
5203C04 HCL-4 Thought, Emotion and Effort, and the Tone Scale
5203C04 HCL-Spec Description of Facsimile One
5203C05 HCL-5 Thought and Preceals
5203C05 HCL-6 Emotion
5203C05 HCL-6A Question and Answer Period
5203C05 HCL-Spec Demonstration of Auditing
5203C06 HCL-7 Effort and Counter-Effort
5203C06 HCL-8 Attack on the Pre-clear
5203C07 HCL-9 How to Handle Facsimiles
5203C07 HCL-10 Indocination of the Preclear
5203C08 HCL-11 Resolution of Effort and Counter-Effort, Overt Acts
5203C08 HCL-12 Indocination in Use of E-Meter, Parts 1 & 2
5203C08 HCL-12A Indocination in Use of E-Meter, Part 3
5203C09 HCL-13 Thought, Emotion and Effort, and Counter-Effort
5203C09 HCL-14 Demonstration: Effort, Counter-Effort (Straightwire)
5203C09 HCL-15 Training Auditors: The Anatomy of Facsimile One
5203C10 HCL-16 The Anatomy of Facsimile One—Demo (cont'd)
5203C10 HCL-17 Three Demonstrations—Running Effort and Counter-Effort
5203C10 HCL-18 Entities (Demonstration cont'd)
5203C10 HCL-19 History of Man Series I: Organization of Data—Series II: Main theta line & sub-theta line (description of the philosophies and religions as routes to understanding)
5203C10 HCL-20 History of Man Series III: The theta and genetic lines of earth—Series IV: Principal incidents of the theta line
5203C10 HCL-21 Anatomy of the Theta Body
5203C10 HCL-22 How to Audit a Theta Line
5203C22 HCL-23 Theta Bodies
5203C22 HCL-3A The Impulses of the Thetan

E-METER

The Model H-52-IR E-Meter became available in 1952 and was in use through 1954.

1952

Insignia

The Scientology Symbol

There are two triangles, over which the S is imposed.

The S stands for Scientology which is derived from "SCIO" (Knowing) and C for Control. The KRC triangle acts like the ARC triangle. When one corner is increased the other two also rise.

The Scientology Symbol is the one now in use and it has replaced this Creative Processing version which is now out of print.

In May, 1952, Professional Course Booklets 28 through 31 were published by the Hubbard Association of Scientologists, Phoenix, Arizona. Their titles follow.

28. Theta's Goal of Being, Technique 80
29. Dynamics and the Tone Scale, Technique 80
30. The Importance of a Body, Technique 80
31. The Importance of a Body, Technique 80

The Balance of the Professional Course Booklets were issued throughout June, July and August, 1952, published by the Hubbard Association of Scientologists, Incorporated, Phoenix, Arizona. Their titles follow.

32. The Degeneration of Illusion, Technique 88
33. The Solidness of Apathy, Technique 88
34. Handling of Motion, Technique 88
35. Tone Scale of Indecision, Technique 88
36. Hollow Spots and Ridges, Technique 88
37. Attention Unit Running, Technique 88
38. The Behavior of Auditors, Technique 88
39. DEDs and DEDEXes, Technique 88
40. Religion and Scientology, Technique 88
41. Evolution of Techniques, Technique 88
42. Invasions and Reality, Technique 88
43. Sex Practices of Thetans, Technique 88
44. What to Tell Preclears, Technique 88
45. Blanketing and Impersoned Thetans, Technique 88
46. Facemiles—Real or Borrowed, Technique 88
47. Energy Flows and Ridges, Technique 88
48. Running Flows in Balance, Technique 88
49. "E"-rays (Lightbeams), Technique 88
50. Whole Track Incidents—Black-and-White, Technique 88

Scientology: 88, by L. Ron Hubbard, was a unique limited edition, distributed by the Hubbard Association of Scientologists, Phoenix, Arizona, September, 1952. The technology from Scientology: 88 can be found in Scientology: 8-80.

Electropsychometry, published by Volney Mathison, Los Angeles, California, 1952, was based on the works of L. Ron Hubbard and contained the text of Electropsychometric Auditing by L. Ron Hubbard, published earlier in 1952.

Self Analysis in Dianetics—a Handbook of Dianetic Therapy, by L. Ron Hubbard, published in London, England, by Derrick Ridgeway Ltd, October, 1952. The original Self Analysis is the one now in use and it has replaced this Creative Processing version which is now out of print.

Scientology: 8-80, by L. Ron Hubbard, published by the Hubbard Association of Scientologists, Phoenix, Arizona, November, 1952. This technique is a considerable extension beyond the data given in the Summer Session Course (Phoenix, June, 1952), but has that course as its basic. Translations: Danish, French, Greek, German, Swedish.

Scientology: 8-8008, by L. Ron Hubbard, published by the Hubbard Association of Scientologists, Incorporated, Phoenix, Arizona, November, 1952. This technique is a considerable extension beyond the data given in the Summer Session Course (Phoenix, June, 1952), but has that course as its basic. Translations: Danish, French, Greek, German, Swedish.

On 30 March 1952 L. Ron Hubbard opened a new office in Phoenix, Arizona. These lectures were the first given in Phoenix.

5204C15 Phoenix Talk about Wichita and Purcell
5204C15 Theta Body Lecture
5204C15 Demonstration and Brief Explanation (whole track and bodies in pawn)
5204C16 Anatomy of the Theta Body
5204C16 "Theta-Psychometer": The role of the Theta body
5204C20 The Goals and Purposes of Theta and MEST
5205C06 Anatomy of Thought

The Technique 88 Lectures. Transcripts of L. Ron Hubbard's Technique 88 lectures were rewritten as Professional Course Books 28 through 31. These lectures follow.

5205C28 Talk for Associates about Fellowships
5206C28 Talk for Associates about Fellowships
5206C28 T88 Supp Where We Are At
5206C28 T88 Supp Creation and Use of Energy (remedy for over and under abundance)
5206C28 T88 Supp Black and White Processing


5209C21 T88 Supp Basics of Scientology—Nature of Flows (elasticity of flows)
5209C21 T88 Supp Basics of Scientology—Stuck Flows
5209C22 T88 Supp Scientology—Tone Scale Characteristics
5209C22 T88 Supp Scientology—Flows, Tone Scale
5209C22 T88 Supp The Resolution of the Second Dynamic—Case Level V
5209C23 T88 Supp Blanketing—Exteriorization
5209C24 T88 Supp Scientology—The Three Types of Energy Flows
5209C24 T88 Supp Activity of the Auditor (in Theta Clearing)

The Standard Operating Procedure for Theta Clearing Lectures. The material in these lectures given by L. Ron Hubbard to the professional course in London, England, in October, 1952, was incorporated into the professional auditor's course then being given in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, and Phoenix, Arizona.

5210C28 SOP-1 Title unknown
5210C28 SOP-2 Title unknown
5210C28 SOP-3 Title unknown
5210C28 SOP-4B Present Time Use of Energy Manifestations
5210C28 SOP-5A Acquisition of Bodies
5210C28 SOP-5C Theta and Genetic Lines
5210C28 SOP-6A Confusion, Action of Track as Result of Energy Behavior
5210C28 SOP-6B Symbological Processing
5210C28 SOP-7A Individualism
5210C28 SOP-7B Q & A Period

5211C06 LS-1 Methods of Research, the Thetan as an Energy Unit
5211C06 LS-2 Creating Different Space and Time—Responsibility—Code of Honor
5211C07 LS-3 Have as Homo sapiens and as Thetans, Clearing by Communication “Have”
5211C07 LS-4 Be, Have, Do (time, space, energy, in relation to role)
5211C07 LS-5 MEST—Self—MEST Universe in Connection with Creative Processing

The Logics and Axioms Lectures. These lectures were given by L. Ron Hubbard in London, England, from the 10th to the 12th of November 1952.

5211C10 L&A-1&2 Introduction—The Q List and Beginning of Logics
5211C10 L&A-3&4 Logics 1-7 Translations: Danish, Swedish.
5211C12 L&A-5&6 Precision Knowledge—Necessity to Know Terminology and Law
5211C12 L&A-7&8 Logics 7-9 and 10-23 Translations: Danish, Swedish.

5211C14 LPC-3 Time, Create, Destroy, Have
5211C14 LPC-4&5 Standard Operating Procedure, Issue 2
5211C14 LPC-6&7 SOP Issue 2
5211C14 LPC-8 ARC
5211C14 LPC-9&10 Logics 9-10
5211C14 LPC-11 ARC, Motion, Emotion, Tone Scale, Flows, Ridges
5211C14 LPC-12 Creative Processing—the basic anatomy of creative processing, MEST universe, MEST self, universe, hypnotism, Part I
5211C14 LPC-13 Ridges
5211C14 LPC-14 Ridges, Self-Determination—Tone Scales
5211C14 LPC-15 Responsibility—Tone Scales
5211C14 LPC-16 Creative Processing, Lecture 1, Validation of MEST, Have and Agree
5211C14 LPC-17 Creative Processing, Lecture 2, Validation of MEST, Have and Agree (cont’d)
5211C20 LPC-18 Creative Processing Directed Toward Breaking Pcs
The Philadelphia Doctorate Lectures were given in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, from Monday, 1 December, through Friday, 19 December 1952. The material covered included a wide analysis of human behavior, the handling and control of Homo sapiens, the highest level of atomic and molecular phenomena, a complete coverage of Standard Operating Procedure, Issue Five, and a full expansion of the new professional course textbook, Scientology 8-8008.

WHAT IS SCIENTOLOGY?

The Philadelphia Doctorate Lectures were given in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, from Monday, 1 December, through Friday, 19 December 1952. The material covered included a wide analysis of human behavior, the handling and control of Homo sapiens, the highest level of atomic and molecular phenomena, a complete coverage of Standard Operating Procedure, Issue Five, and a full expansion of the new professional course textbook, Scientology 8-8008.

WHAT IS SCIENTOLOGY?

The Philadelphia Doctorate Lectures were given in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, from Monday, 1 December, through Friday, 19 December 1952. The material covered included a wide analysis of human behavior, the handling and control of Homo sapiens, the highest level of atomic and molecular phenomena, a complete coverage of Standard Operating Procedure, Issue Five, and a full expansion of the new professional course textbook, Scientology 8-8008.
TAPED LECTURES


THE LIST OF DIANETICS AND SCIENTOLOGY PUBLICATIONS, FILMS AND TAPES

THE FIRST AMERICAN ADVANCED CLINICAL INDOCTRINATION COURSE LECTURES, given in Camden, New Jersey, October 5 to November 14, 1953, proved so popular that a second advanced Clinical Course had to be scheduled for the 16th of November.

On 24 April 1953, one day after he wrote The Factors, L. Ron Hubbard gave these lectures in London, England.

On 24 April 1953, one day after he wrote The Factors, L. Ron Hubbard gave these lectures in London, England.

The First American Advanced Clinical Indoctrination Course Lectures on 24 April 1953, one day after he wrote The Factors, L. Ron Hubbard gave these lectures in London, England.
531IC9 AICL-31A Randomly, Anchor Points, etc.
531IC9 AICL-31B Randomly, Anchor Points (cont'd)
531IC9 AICL-31BB Exteriorization by Feeling
531IC9 AICL-32A Exteriorization by Feeling (cont'd)
531IC10 AICL-32B Types of Processes, Space, Create-Destroy
531IC10 AICL-33A SOP-8C Steps
531IC10 AICL-33B SOP-8C Steps (cont'd)
531IC11 AICL-34A Group Processing
531IC11 AICL-34B Future Processing
531IC11 AICL-35A Questions: SOP-8C, 3 Universes, SOP-8, Significances, Exteriorization
531IC12 AICL-35B Process to Use on Cases, Gradient Scales
531IC12 AICL-36A Process to Run by Gradient Scale on Specific Cases
531IC12 AICL-36AA Self-Determination in Relation to a Tibetan
531IC12 AICL-36BA Gradient Scale Straightwire (cont'd)
531IC12 AICL-37A Gradient Scale Straightwire Demonstration
531IC12 AICL-37BA Gradient Scale Straightwire Demonstration (cont'd)
531IC13 AICL-38A Final Talk on First Course
531IC13 AICL-38BA Last Lecture of Advanced Course, Camden 1953, Reviewing Student's Ability to Process
531IC13 AICL-39BC Group Processing After Afternoon Lecture

The 2nd American Advanced Clinical Course Lectures. L. Ron Hubbard presented over forty lectures during 28 through 31 December 1953, to the delegates of the International Congress in Phoenix, Arizona. Of these many, were group auditing sessions using techniques recently perfected in the Camden Advanced Clinical Courses.

Lectures given by L. Ron Hubbard in December, 1953.

531IC_ Chart of Attitudes
531IC_ Exteriorizing—Group Auditing
531IC_ Group Auditing—Tone Scale

The International Congress of Dianetics andScientologists Lectures. L. Ron Hubbard presented over forty lectures during 28 through 31 December 1953, to the delegates of the International Congress in Phoenix, Arizona. Of these many, were group auditing sessions using techniques recently perfected in the Camden Advanced Clinical Courses.

531IC8 Cycle of Action
531IC8 PHC-1 Goals of Scientologists
531IC8 PHC-2 Goals of Scientology (cont'd)
531IC8 PHC-2A Mock-ups, Energy
531IC8 PHC-3 Basic Theory of Definitions
531IC8 PHC-4 Basic Theory of Definitions (cont'd), Group Processing
531IC8 PHC-5 Group Processing
531IC8 PHC-6 Group Processing
531IC8 PHC-7 How to Be a Group Auditor
531IC8 PHC-8 How to Be a Group Auditor
531IC8 PHC-9 Group Processing
531IC8 PHC-10 Group Processing (cont'd)

WHAT IS SCIENTOLOGY?

531IC29 PHC- Create, Survive, Destroy Curve
531IC29 PHC-12 Duplication
531IC29 PHC-13 Use of SOP-8C
531IC29 PHC-14 Use of SOP-8C (cont'd)
531IC29 PHC-15 Role of the Auditor
531IC29 PHC-16 Demonstration (Group Process)
531IC29 PHC-17 Group Processing—Short Lecture
531IC29 PHC-18 Group Processing
531IC29 PHC-19 Design of SOP-8C: Processes for Groups, Percentages of Successes and Failures
531IC29 PHC-19 PHC-20 SOP-8C (cont'd)
531IC29 PHC-21 Group Process
531IC29 PHC-22 Group Process
531IC29 PHC-22 Havingness
531IC29 PHC-23 Talk on E-Meter
531IC29 PHC-24 Talk on E-Meter (cont'd)
531IC29 PHC-25 Automaticity
531IC29 PHC-26 Beingness
531IC29 PHC-27 Title not Available
531IC29 PHC-28 Title not Available
531IC29 PHC-29 Title not Available
531IC29 PHC-30 Title not Available
531IC29 PHC-30 PHC-31 Group Processing
531IC29 PHC-31 Group Processing
531IC29 PHC-32 Group Processing
531IC29 PHC-32 PHC-33 Step 5, SOP-8C (Group Processing)
531IC29 PHC-33 PHC-34 Emotions in MEST (Group Processing)
531IC29 PHC-35 Group Processing, Short Lecture
531IC29 PHC-36 Group Processing
531IC29 PHC-37 Group Processing, Step I, SOP-8C
531IC29 PHC-37 PHC-38 Through Barriers to Nothingness
531IC29 PHC-39 Group Process for HAS Associate Group
531IC29 PHC-39 PHC-40 Group Processing—Reach and Withdraw Across the Dynamics
531IC29 PHC-40 Group Process for HAS Associate Groups

The following lectures were given by L. Ron Hubbard during the year 1953. The specific dates are unknown.

53_ _ _ Exteriorization-Interiorization
53_ _ _ Group Processing
53_ _ _ Power of Choice
53_ _ _ Raising Abilities

1954

BOOKS

was made available to delegates and used by seminar leaders.

_Scientology Auditor’s Handbook—Including Intensive Procedure_, by L. Ron Hubbard, published by the Hubbard Association of Scientologists International, Phoenix, Arizona, August, 1954. (This book combined with other material was published as _The Creation of Human Ability_, 1955.)


_Dianetics 55!_ was published by the Hubbard Dianetics Research Foundation, Spanish, Swedish.

_Dianetics 55!_ was published by the Hubbard Association of Scientologists International, Phoenix, Arizona, December, 1954.

_Published in_ April, 1955. _A Limited Manuscript Edition_ was published in 1954—later in the year the E-AR-400. Fancier and more complex meters were also made available during 1954—few were ever used in auditing. These were the E-400-A and E-400-B models. These were the last of the Mathison meters. In the years 1955 through 1957 E-Meters were not generally in use.

---

**1954**

**INSIGNIA**

The Hubbard Association of Scientologists International was formed in the Spring of 1954. Its purpose is to disseminate Scientology, to advance and protect its membership, to hold the lines and data of Scientology clean and clear, to educate and process people toward the goal of a civilized age on Earth second to none, to survive on all dynamics.

_Phenomenon of Thorazine_ was available to delegates and used by seminar leaders.

**1954**

**E-METERS**

Though more a curiosity than an auditing tool, the “Beep” meter was first available in 1954. It would give off a sound—a beep—when a probe was connected to a painful area of the body. Lecture No. 34 of the 3rd American ACC was entitled “Audio (Beep) Meter Demo” in which L. Ron Hubbard demonstrated and discussed this meter. The beep meters available in 1954 were the AR (Audio Registration)4 SPECIAL, the AR-5 and later in the year the E-AR-400. Fancier and more complex meters were made available during 1954—few were ever used in auditing. These were the E-400-A and E-400-B models. These were the last of the Mathison meters. In the years 1955 through 1957 E-Meters were not generally in use.

---

**1954**

**TAPED LECTURES**

_The 3rd American Advanced Clinical Course Lectures_. L. Ron Hubbard gave the following lectures to the students attending the 3rd American Advanced Clinical Course in Phoenix, Arizona, 4 January through 12 February 1954.

**5401C04 3ACC-1** Introduction to 3rd ACC

**5401C04 3ACC-2** Perception and Ownership

**5401C05 3ACC-3** Communication and Not Over-Instructing the Pc

**5401C05 3ACC-4** Boredom, Pace of Living, Truth

**5401C05 3ACC-5** Symbols and a Group Processing Demonstration

**5401C06 3ACC-6A** Symbols and a Group Processing Demonstration (cont’d)

**5401C06 3ACC-6B** Symbols and a Group Processing Demonstration (cont’d)

**5401C06 3ACC-7** Processing Demonstration: Randomity & Automticity

**5401C07 3ACC-8** Communication

**5401C07 3ACC-9** Anchor Points, Flows

**5401C08 3ACC-10** Exteriorization from Masses

**5401C11 3ACC-11** How to Know What Pc is Doing, Opening Procedure & Variations (also issued as—Exteriorization from Masses—cont’d)

**5401C11 3ACC-12** Exteriorization, Theory & Demonstration

**5401C11 3ACC-13** Exteriorization Demonstration (cont’d)

**5401C11 3ACC-14** Exteriorization and Motion—Acceptance & Rejection of Ideas

**5401C12 3ACC-15** Exteriorization, Lecture & Demonstration

**5401C12 3ACC-16** Exteriorization, Demonstration on Groups

**5401C12 3ACC-17** Machines, Demonstration

**5401C12 3ACC-17 SPL** Special Message from L. Ron Hubbard to London Congress of Dianeticists and Scientologists

**5401C13 3ACC-18** Competence of Prediction, Demonstration

**5401C13 3ACC-19** Competence of Prediction, Demonstration (cont’d)

**5401C13 3ACC-20** Exteriorization: Step I, Procedure

**5401C14 3ACC-21** Labels: In Society and Preclears

**5401C14 3ACC-22** Labels: Beingness and Justice

**5401C14 3ACC-23** Labels: Beingness and Justice (cont’d)

**5401C15 3ACC-24** Present Time, Self Analysis

**5401C15 3ACC-25** Present Time (cont’d)

**5401C15 3ACC-26** Present Time (cont’d) & Demonstration

**5401C18 3ACC-27** Time: Barrier

**5401C18 3ACC-28** Time: Basic Process on

**5401C18 3ACC-29** Time: Sense, Particles, Survival Place

**5401C18 3ACC-29-1** Processing Time on a Group

**5401C19 3ACC-30** Summary of Course to Date

**5401C19 3ACC-31** Exteriorization: Demonstration
The 7th American Advanced Clinical Course Lectures. The 7th American Advanced Clinical Course convened in Phoenix, Arizona, on June 21, 1954 and continued until July 30, 1954. This was the last of a series of seven ACCs taught by L. Ron Hubbard, one after another, with no pause between them.

5406C23 TACC-1A Opening Procedure 8C
5406C23 TACC-1B Further Uses of Opening Procedure 8C
5406C24 TACC-2 Summary of Plan of Course
5406C25 TACC-3 Review of Procedure: PTP, ARC Straightwire, Two-way Comm
5406C25 TACC-3A Review of Procedure: Starting a Session, Two-Way Comm
5406C25 TACC-4A Opening Procedure of 8D: Demonstration
5406C25 TACC-4B Opening Procedure of 8D: Demonstration (cont’d)
5406C28 TACC-5A Exteriorization
5406C28 TACC-5B Exteriorization (cont’d)
5406C29 7ACC-9 Group Processing: Communication, Duplication, Spotting Spots
5406C30 7ACC-10A Exteriorization, Distance and Time
5406C30 TACC-7 Rundown of Essentials
5406C30 TACC-7A Group Processing
5406C30 TACC-8 Group Processing and Lecture, Something, Nothing
5407C01 TACC-9 Group Processing: Communication, Duplication, Spotting Spots
5407C01 TACC-9A Communication, Duplication and Spotting Spots
5407C01 TACC-10 Exteriorization by Distance, Cause
5407C01 TACC-10A Exteriorization, Distance and Time
5407C05 TACC-11 Things in Time and Space
5407C05 TACC-11A A Bright Resilient Case
5407C05 TACC-12 The Role of Laughter in Processing—Dangerousness
5407C06 TACC-13 Remedy of Havingness and Spotting Spots; also issued as PRO-19
5407C06 TACC-14 ARC, Time, Life and Universe
5407C07 TACC-15 Intensive Procedure: Lecture 1
1955

BOOKS


Key to Tomorrow, also entitled Scientology: Its Contribution to Knowledge, taken from the works of L. Ron Hubbard, published by the Hubbard Communications Office, Phoenix, Arizona, May, 1955.


L. Ron Hubbard’s Professional Auditor’s Bulletin Book I, by L. Ron Hubbard, published by the Hubbard Communications Office, Washington, D.C., 1955, was a reissue of Ron’s Professional Auditor’s Bulletins, numbers 1 through 15. (The Professional Auditor’s Bulletins have been reprinted in The Technical Bulletin of Dianetics and Scientology, 1976.)


Brainwashing—Published as a Public Service, published by the Hubbard Communications Office, Washington, D.C., December, 1955. (A manuscript received anonymously turned out to be based on a German language book entitled Psychopolitics, available from the Library of Congress. Brainwashing was published to inform those who might run into its effects in auditing prelearns.)

1955

INSIGNIA

The Hubbard Communications Office Insignia

This is a shield with the S and double triangle and the initials HCO placed vertically, to the right. Below the shield on a banner is the motto of HCO: “Bring Order.”

HCO is basically a communications office. Focused in the 1950s, HCO builds, holds, maintains, mans and controls the organization and it is the orders issue section.

The Scientology Cross

The Scientology Sunburst Cross, the basic design of which was found by L. Ron Hubbard in an ancient Spanish Mission in Arizona, is the exact official insignia for Scientology ministers.

The cross is three inches high and two inches wide, made of sterling silver and worn as a necklace by men and women alike. The cross is suspended on a fine silver chain.

The cross is at once simple and ornate, and has eight points. It is available nowhere outside the Church of Scientology. It is a true eight dynamic Scientology cross.

The Scientology cross is displayed in larger and smaller sizes. Large crosses of wood and other materials are not uncommon as wall hangings. Very small versions are also worn as pins.
THE LIST OF DIANETICS AND SCIENTOLOGY PUBLICATIONS, FILMS AND TAPES

1956

BOOKS


1956 TAPED LECTURES

The London Auditors' Meeting Lectures. L. Ron Hubbard gave the following lectures at the London Auditor's Meetings, beginning 1 December 1955.

1955/1956 LAM-1 The Lowest Level Case
1955/1956 LAM-2 The Fundamentals of Auditing Style
WHAT IS SCIENTOLOGY?

L. Ron Hubbard gave the following lectures to students of the Hubbard Professional Course in London, England, during February, 1956.

L. Ron Hubbard gave thirteen hours of lectures and group processing to the attendees of the Games Congress, held in Washington, D.C., 31 August through 2 September 1956.

L. Ron Hubbard addressed the London Congress on Human Problems from October 5th through 8th, 1956, in London, England. Six of these lectures were not given by L. Ron Hubbard.

WHAT IS SCIENTOLOGY?

The Hubbard Professional Course Lectures. L. Ron Hubbard gave the following lectures to the Hubbard Professional Course students in London, England, during February, 1956.

The Hubbard Professional Course Lectures. L. Ron Hubbard gave the following lectures to the Hubbard Professional Course students in London, England, in August, 1956.
1957

TAPE LECTURES

The 16th American Advanced Clinical Course Lectures. L. Ron Hubbard gave the following lectures to students attending the 16th American ACC in Washington, D.C., 2 January through 7 February 1957.

5703C06 17ACC-9 Reaching the Lowest Possible Level
5703C06 17ACC-8Q & A on Control
5703C06 17ACC-8B Lecture on G.E. Anchor Points (Demonstration)
5703C07 17ACC-9 "Ought to Be"
5703C07 17ACC-9A Q & A on "Ought to Be"
5703C10 17ACC-10 Valences
5703C10 17ACC-10A Q & A after Lectures
5703C11 17ACC-11 Summary of Techniques
5703C11 17ACC-11A Comments and Question and Answer Period
5703C12 17ACC-12 Survival
5703C12 17ACC-12A Question and Answer Session on Lecture
5703C13 17ACC-13 Techniques in Practice
5703C14 17ACC-14 A Summary of an Intensive
5703C15 17ACC-15 Exact Control
5703C15 17ACC Q & A—Three Goals of Processing
5703C19 17ACC-18 Outlining of Modern Intensive
5703C19 17ACC Control of Homo sapiens
5703C20 17ACC-17 Games Conditions

5703C21 17ACC-18 The Assist
5703C22 17ACC-19 Effect: Axiom 10
5703C23 17ACRX-10 Controlling the Thought Process
5703C24 17ACC-20 The Uses of Control
5703C25 17ACC-21 Rest Points and Confusions
5703C26 Processing on Rest Points and Confusions
5703C27 17ACC-22 Extroversion—Introversion, Its Relationship to Havingness and Communication
5703C28 17ACC-23 Valences and Control
5703C29 17ACC-24 The Professional Scientist
5703C30 17ACC-25 Techniques in Practice

The London Congress on Nuclear Radiation and Health Lectures. L. Ron Hubbard gave the following lectures in London, England, from 12 April through 15 April 1957.

5704C12 LCNRH-1 Control, Communication and Havingness— I
5704C12 LCNRH-2 Control, Communication and Havingness— II
5704C12 LCNRH-3 Control Processes
5704C12 LCNRH-4 Demonstration "Dr. Ash"
5704C12 LCNRH-4A Havigness
5704C12 LCNRH-4B Flying Saucers
5704C12 LCNRH-5 Radiation and the Scientologist
5704C12 LCNRH-6 Radiation in Peace
5704C12 LCNRH-7 Radiation in War
5704C12 LCNRH-8 Group Process: Emphasis on Control
5704C12 LCNRH-9 Group Process: Emphasis on Control (cont'd)
5704C14 LCNRH-10 The Reality Scale and the Effect Scale
5704C14 LCNRH-11 The Reality Scale and the Effect Scale (cont'd)
5704C14 LCNRH-12 Scientology and Children
5704C14 LCNRH-15 Group Process: "Sit in your chair, Wear a Head, Have two feet, etc."
5704C14 LCNRH-16 On Auditing
5704C15 LCNRH-17 The Control of Hysteria
5704C15 LCNRH-18 Effective Dissemination

The Hubbard Certified Auditor Course Lectures. L. Ron Hubbard gave the following lectures to the Hubbard Certified Auditor Course in Washington, D.C., in May, 1957.

5705C15 HCA-1 Comm Course, TRs 1, 2, 3, 4
5705C15 HCA-2 Comm Course, TR 5
5705C16 HCA-3 Procedure CCH: Background
5705C16 HCA-4 Procedure CCH: CCH Steps
5705C30 HCA-5 Outline of a Course and Its Purpose

THE LIST OF DIANETICS AND SCIENTOLOGY PUBLICATIONS, FILMS AND TAPES

1957

BOOKS


L. Ron Hubbard gave the following lectures and ceremonies in Washington, D.C., in April and June, 1957.

The Freedom Congress Lectures.
L. Ron Hubbard gave lectures and group processing from 4 to 7 July, 1957, at the Freedom Congress in Washington, D.C.

The 18th American Advanced Clinical Course Lectures.
L. Ron Hubbard gave the following lectures to the students on the 18th American ACC starting on July 15th, in Washington, D.C.

E-METERS

The new "blue" American transistorized E-Meter was ready in time for the 19th American ACC in January, 1958. A meter was also developed around this time that projected and displayed the meter dial and the tone arm. It was used for classroom auditing demonstrations.

The use of the earlier Mathison meters was cancelled at this time. In Great Britain the "Green and Gold" meter was used in this ACC.

BOOKS

Academy of Scientology—Intructional Information for Students in HCA, Validation or Special Communication Courses, based on the works of L. Ron Hubbard, published by the Hubbard Association of Scientists International, Washington, D.C., 1958.

Axioms and Logics, by L. Ron Hubbard, published by the Hubbard Communications Office, Washington, D.C., August, 1958. This is a compilation of materials originally published between the years 1951 and 1955. Translations: Danish, Dutch, French, German, Spanish, Swedish.


L. Ron Hubbard's Professional Auditor's Bulletsin Book 5 (Professional Auditor's Bulletsin 70-184) by L. Ron Hubbard, published by the Hubbard Communications Office, Washington, D.C., October, 1958. (The text of the Professional Auditor's Bulletsin was printed in The Technical Bulletins of Dianetics and Scientology, 1976.)

1958 FILMS

The Clearing Congress Lectures.
L. Ron Hubbard had the first six lectures of the Clearing Congress in Washington, D.C. (April 5-7, 1958) filmed in color. These films were originally available as Super 8 mm film cartridges.

WHAT IS SCIENTOLOGY?


1958 TAPED LECTURES


1958 TRANSLATIONS:

Danish, Dutch, French, German, Spanish, Swedish.

1958 FILMS

The Clearing Congress Lectures. L. Ron Hubbard had the first six lectures of the Clearing Congress in Washington, D.C. (April 5-7, 1958) filmed in color. These films were originally available as Super 8 mm film cartridges.

1958 TAPED LECTURES


1958 TRANSLATIONS:

Danish, Dutch, French, German, Spanish, Swedish.

1958 FILMS

The Clearing Congress Lectures. L. Ron Hubbard had the first six lectures of the Clearing Congress in Washington, D.C. (April 5-7, 1958) filmed in color. These films were originally available as Super 8 mm film cartridges.
III: One Clear Procedure, Q & A Period
5801C03 19ACC-9 Clear Procedure IV: Test for Clears
5801C30 19ACC-9A Clear Procedure IV: Q & A, Space
5801C31 19ACC-10 Clear Procedure V: Importance of Theory Behind Clearing Procedure
5801C32 19ACC-10A Clear Procedure V: Q & A Period
5802C03 19ACC-11 Clear Procedure VI
5802C03 19ACC-11A Q & A Period
5802C04 19ACC-12 How to Find a Preclear, Responsibility and Help, Clear Procedure VII
5802C04 19ACC-12A Q & A Period
5802C05 19ACC-13 Clear Procedure VIII: The Basic Approach to Clearing, Finding the Auditor
5802C05 19ACC-13A Clear Procedure VIII: Q & A Period
5802C06 19ACC-14 CCH-0, S.C.S., Connectedness
5802C06 19ACC-14A Q & A
5802C07 19ACC-15 Help—How to Get Started
5802C07 19ACC-15A Q & A Period and Group Processing
5802C10 19ACC-16 Conduct of Clear
5802C10 19ACC-16A Q & A Period: Help, Clearing a Command
5802C10 19ACC-17 The Key Processes of Clearing
5802C11 19ACC-17A Q & A Period
5802C12 19ACC-18 Hatingness, Anaten, Flows—in Relation to Clearing
5802C12 19ACC-18A Q & A Period: Postulates, Flows, Valences
5802C12 19ACC-19 Other Processes—the Help Button
5802C12 19ACC-19A Q & A Period
5802C13 19ACC-20 Responsibility for Mock-ups
5802C13 19ACC-20A Q & A Period: Present Time Problem
5802C14 19ACC-20B Q & A Period: Present Time Problem (cont’d)


Books


Ceremonies of the Founding Church of Scientology, by L. Ron Hubbard, published by the Hubbard Communications Office, Washington, D.C., 1959. (This book has been replaced by The Background and Ceremonies of The Church of Scientology, 1970, which contains its text in full.)

1959 E-METERS
In the years 1959 through 1960 the American British Mark I, Mark II and Mark III E-Meters were used in the United Kingdom. These meters were designed under the direct supervision of L. Ron Hubbard.

1959 TAPED LECTURES
The 1950 Success Congress Lectures. L. Ron Hubbard gave six lectures to the delegates to the 1950 Success Congress in Washington, D.C., on the 3rd and 4th of January 1959.
WHAT IS SCIENTOLOGY?

The Special Hubbard Professional Auditor’s Course Lectures. L. Ron Hubbard gave the following lectures to the Special Hubbard Professional Auditor’s Course in London, England, 6 April through 1 May 1959.

590C03 6LAC-11 Clearing: By Communication Processes, Specific
590C04 6LAC-12 Clearing: By Communication, Special Problems
590C09 6LAC-13 Clearing: Possibilities of
590C10 6LAC-14 Clearing: Case Entrance Points
590C11 6LAC-15 Clearing: General Results


590C04 TCC-1 HCO WW and Research
590C04 TCC-2 Clearing
590C05 TCC-3 HAS Co-audit
590C05 TCC-4 Survive and Succeed (“Black Grampus”)
590C05 TCC-5 Communication Processes
590C05 TCC-6 How to Conduct a HAS Co-audit and Why
590C06 TCC How to Co-audit
590C06 TCC Communication and Hope

L. Ron Hubbard gave the following lecture at Saint Hill Manor, East Grinstead, Sussex, England, on the 12th of October 1959.

591C12 Talk to HGCs

The Melbourne Congress Lectures. L. Ron Hubbard gave the following lectures to the Melbourne Congress in Melbourne, Australia, on November 7 and 8, 1959.

591C07 MC-1 Welcome Address
591C07 MC-2 Recent Developments on O.T.
591C07 MC-3 The Route Through Step Six
591C08 MC-4 Importances
591C08 MC-5 Valences
591C08 MC-6 Final Lecture

The 1st Melbourne Advanced Clinical Course Lectures. L. Ron Hubbard gave the following lectures to the students of the 1st Melbourne ACC in Melbourne, Australia, between November 9th and 30th in 1959.

591C09 1MACC-1 The Know-how of Auditing
591C09 1MACC-2 Demonstration of an Assist
591C10 1MACC-3 Valence Splitting—Entering a Mind Process
591C10 1MACC-4 Demonstration of Knocking Down a Tone Arm
591C11 1MACC-5 Cycle of Action, Create, Destroy, Relative Importances
591C11 1MACC-6 Demonstration: Force Process—Discreditable Creation
591C12 1MACC-7 The Rule of the Weak Valence
591C12 1MACC-8 Demonstration: Dynamic Straightwire Assessment
591C12 1MACC-9 The Rehabilitation of Judgment
591C13 1MACC-10 How to Have a Game Instead of a Case

1960

BOOKS


1960

TAPED LECTURES

The State of Man Congress Lectures. L. Ron Hubbard gave the following lectures to the State of Man
Congress in Washington, D.C., the 1st through the 3rd of January 1960.

600C01 SMC-1 Opening Lecture
600C01 SMC-2 Responsibility Translations: Danish, Dutch, French, German, Spanish, Swedish.
600C01 SMC-3 Overt and Withholds
600C02 SMC-4 A Third Dynamic in Scientology—Why People Don't Like You
600C02 SMC-5 Marriage Translations: Danish, Dutch, French, Swedish.
600C02 SMC-6 Group Processing
600C03 SMC-7 Zones of Control and Responsibility of Governments Translation: Dutch.
600C03 SMC-8 Create and Confront
600C03 SMC-9 Your Case

The Hubbard Clearing Scientology Course Lectures. L. Ron Hubbard addressed the students of the Hubbard Clearing Scientology Course Unit which began on 4 January 1960, in Washington, D.C.

600C04 HCS-1 E-Meter Phenomena
600C04 HCS-2 E-Meter and Time Track Structure
600C05 HCS-3 Processing Against an E-Meter
600C05 HCS-4 Operating an E-Meter in Processing—Fields & Location in Time
600C06 HCS-5 Auditing
600C06 HCS-6 Identity
600C07 HCS-7 Inability to Withhold
600C07 HCS-8 Case Level and Needle State
600C08 HCS-9 Sessioning and Withholds

The London Open Evening Lectures. L. Ron Hubbard gave the following lectures in London, England, between 23 June and 7 July 1960.

600C23 LOE-1 Differences Between Scientology and Other Studies
600C23 LOE-2 Title unknown
600C23 LOE-3 Some Aspects of Help
600C07 LOE-4 Help

The London Congress on Dissemination and Help Lectures. L. Ron Hubbard gave the following lectures to the attendees of the Dissemination and Help Congress on the 7th of August 1960, in London, England.

600C07 LCHD-1 Clearing and Pre-sessioning
600C07 LCHD-2 Pre-sessioning
600C07 LCHD-3 Plant Research—Sickness—Will to Live—Adjustment of the Cycle of Action in Pre-sessioning (alternative title: Victim & Succeed)

These two lectures were given by L. Ron Hubbard to be played to congress attendees.

600C02___ Opening Speech to Jr. Congress Delegates
600C07 C04 Tenth Anniversary Congress

The 1st Saint Hill Advanced Clinical Course Lectures. L. Ron Hubbard gave the following lectures to the students on the 1st Saint Hill ACC at Saint Hill Manor, East Grinstead, Sussex, England, from 8 August to 16 September 1960.

600C08 CSHC-1 Introduction to Course
600C08 CSHC-2 Regimen 1
600C12 CSHC-3 Skill in Auditing
600C15 CSHC-4 Auditor Requirements
600C16 CSHC-5 Fundamentals with Regard to Cases
600C17 CSHC-6 Elements of Pre-sessioning
600C18 CSHC-7 Organization Programs
600C19 CSHC-8 Auditor Weakness
600C22 CSHC-9 Why Auditing Works
600C23 CSHC-10 Handling of Insanity
600C24 CSHC-11 Basic Relationship of Auditing
600C25 CSHC-12 Development of Scientology Data
600C26 CSHC-13 Fundamentals and Cases
600C29 CSHC-14 The Importance of an E-Meter
600C30 CSHC-15 Circuits and Havingness
600C31 CSHC-16 Theory 67
600C01 CSHC-17 Theory 67
600C02 CSHC-18 Case Improvements
600C05 CSHC-19 Successful Processes for Handling MEST
600C06 CSHC-20 Correct Use of E-Meter
600C12 CSHC-21 In-Sessionness
600C13 CSHC-22 How Havingness Relates to Circuits
600C14 CSHC-23 Formula of Havingness
600C15 CSHC-24 In-Sessionness and Havingness
600C16 CSHC-25 Final Lecture—6th and 7th Dynamics


601C23 AHMC-1 The Genus of Diabetics and Scientology
601C23 AHMC-2 The Things of Scientology Translations: Danish, Dutch, German.
601C23 AHMC-3 A Talk on South Africa

1961

**BOOKS**


1961

**E-METERS**

The British Mark IV E-Meter was introduced in early 1961. There were two versions of the Mark IV available in 1961. As of June the only Meter allowed in Academies of Scientology was the British Mark IV.

**TAPED LECTURES**

610C01 AHMC-4 Diabetics 1961 and the Whole Answer to the Problems of the Mind
610C01 AHMC-5 The Field of Scientology
610C01 AHMC-6 Scientology Org-
WHAT IS SCIENTOLOGY?

TAPED LECTURES

The Saint Hill Special Briefing Course continued throughout 1963.

630C08 SHSB-C 226 R2-10 and R2-12
630C08 SHSB-C 227 Case Repair
630C10 SHSB-C 228 R2-12
630C10 SHSB-C 229 How to Audit
630C10 SHSB-C 230 R2-12 Nerves
630C16 SHSB-C 232 TVD-16 TR0 Demonstration Translation: Swedish.
630C16 SHSB-C 233 TR0 Lecture
630C20 Instructors Conference
630C07 SHSB-C 234 R3 MX, Part I
630C07 SHSB-C 235 R3 MX, Part II
630C12 SHSB-C 236 Routine 3M
630C13 SHSB-C 237 TVD-16 Mid Rud. and Hav.
630C13 SHSB-C 238 Discussion by L. Ron Hubbard at Australian Press at Saint Hill
630C15 SHSB-C 239 R2-12 Dead Horses
630C21 SHSB-C 241 R2-12 Nerves
630C21 SHSB-C 242 R2-12 and R3 Current Auditing Rundown
630C26 SHSB-C 243 R3M Current Rundown by Steps
630C27 SHSB-C 246 TVD-17 Case Repair (Auditor: L. Ron Hubbard)
630C27 SHSB-C 246A TVD-17A Case Repair (Auditor: L. Ron Hubbard)
630C28 SHSB-C 244 Goals Problems Mass
630C29 SHSB-C 249 R2-12 Theory and Practice, Part I
630C29 SHSB-C 250 R2-12 Theory and Practice, Part II
630C11 SHSB-C 222 R2-12 Data
630C11 SHSB-C 223 Phantom R/S
630C13 SHSB-C 224 R2-12 Data – Needle Behavior
630C13 SHSB-C 225 Repair of R2-12 – Clean Needle

1963

E-METERS

A new British Mark V E-Meter became available in 1963 with double
THE LIST OF DIANETICS AND SCIENTOLOGY PUBLICATIONS, FILMS AND TAPES

6310C3 SHSBC-319 R4 Case Assembly
6310C31 SHSBC-320 R4M2 Programming
6311C05 SHSBC-321 Three Zones of Auditing
6311C07 SHSBC-322 Relationship of Training to O.T.
6311C16 Interview with the Saturday Evening Post
6311C17 Interview with the Saturday Evening Post
6311C26 SHSBC-323 R4 Auditing
6311C27 SHSBC-330 TVD-25 Auditing Demonstration and Comments by L. Ron Hubbard
6311C28 SHSBC-324 Seven Classifications
6311C28 Auditing Demonstration
6311C29 Auditing Demonstration
6312C02 Auditing Demonstration: L. Ron Hubbard
6312C03 SHSBC-325 Certifications and Classifications
6312C03 L. Ron Hubbard Auditing Demonstration
6312C04 SHSBC-326 TVD-24 Basic Auditing
6312C04 O.T. Processes (L. Ron Hubbard Auditing Demonstration)
6312C05 SHSBC-327 Basic Auditing
6312C10 SHSBC-328 Scientology 0 Translation: French.
6312C10 SHSBC-327E The Dangerous Environment
6312C11 Goals to Do and Think (Auditing Demonstration)
6312C12 SHSBC-329 Summary of O.T. Processes
6312C13 Auditing Demonstration: L. Ron Hubbard
6312C15 Auditing Demonstration: L. Ron Hubbard
6312C20 Auditing Demonstration: L. Ron Hubbard
6312C22 Auditing Demonstration: L. Ron Hubbard
6312C23 Auditing Demonstration: L. Ron Hubbard
6312C31 Auditing Demonstration: L. Ron Hubbard
6312C30 SH SC-1A Summary of R6, Part 1
6312C30 SH SC-1B Summary of R6, Part 2
6312C31 SH SC-2&3 Objects of the Mind

1964

BOOKS


TAPED LECTURES


1964

E-METERS

The Azimuth Alignment Meter became available in 1964. It was a "see-through" meter—the dial being glass both front and back. This enabled an auditor to look through the dial while writing to ensure that no movement of the needle be missed. It is a Mark V meter in function.

1964

FILMS

The Pattern of The Bank, Part 1 and Part 2, is a three-hour filmed lecture by L. Ron Hubbard at Saint Hill Manor on 5 February 1964.

Track Analysis, a filmed lecture by L. Ron Hubbard at Saint Hill Manor given to the students on the Saint Hill Special Briefing Course, 12 March 1964.

Running GPMs, a filmed lecture given to the students on the Saint Hill Special Briefing Course, by L. Ron Hubbard, on the 12th of March 1964.

Mastery of the GPMs, a filmed lecture by L. Ron Hubbard given to the students on the Saint Hill Special Briefing Course on the 22nd of December 1964.

Pattern of the Bank, a filmed lecture by L. Ron Hubbard to the students on the Saint Hill Special Briefing Course on the 30th of December 1964.

6401C01 SH SC-4 R6 Indicators
6401C16 SH SC-5A On R6, Part 1
6401C16 To Instructors on Routine 6
6401C20 SH SC-5B On R6, Part 2
6401C20 SH SC-6A R6 Line Plots and Admin, Part 1
6401C20 SH SC-6B R6 Line Plots and Admin, Part 2
6401C21 SH SC-7A R6 Case Analysis, Part 1
6401C21 SH SC-7B R6 Case Analysis, Part 2
6402C05 SH SC-8A The Pattern of the Bank (film), Part 1
6402C05 SH SC-8B The Pattern of the Bank (film), Part 2
6402C06 SH SC-9 R6 on Items and Goals
6402C11 SH SC-10 Bad Indicators
6402C13 SH SC-11A Goals, Part 1
6402C13 SH SC-11B Goals, Part 2
6402C17 SH SC-12A Goals Listing and Plotting, Part 1
6402C17 SH SC-12B Goals Listing and Plotting, Part 2
6402C18 SH SC-13A Technical Rules and Bad Indicators, Part 1
6402C18 SH SC-13B Technical Rules and Bad Indicators, Part 2
6402C19 SH SC-14A GPM Series and Examination Review, Part 1
6402C19 SH SC-14B GPM Series and Examination Review, Part 2
6402C20 SH SC-15 Goals Finding and Plotting
6402C24 SH SC-16 Q & A on R6
6402C25 SH SC-17A The Goals Pattern, Part 1
6402C25 SH SC-17B The Goals Pattern, Part 2
6406C01 SH SC-18 The Line Plot—Goals Plot—Series Plot

The Saint Hill Special Briefing Course continued throughout 1964 with a new series starting from December 31st 1963.

6312C31 SHSBC-1 Indicators
6401C01 L. Ron Hubbard Auditing Demonstration—R6
6401C07 SHSBC-2 Good Indicators (Lower Levels)
6401C09 SHSBC-3 Bad Indicators
6402C04 SHSBC-4 Auditor Self-Criticism
6402C06 SHSBC-5 Comm Cycle in Auditing Translations: Danish, Dutch, French, German, Spanish, Swedish.
6402C09 Auditing Session—Demonstration
6402C09 L. Ron Hubbard Auditing Demonstration—"First Recorded Session on Bringing About Commands"
6402C25 SHSBC-6 What Auditing Is and What It Isn't
6403C03 SHSBC-7 Auditing and Assessment Translation: Dutch.
6403C05 SHSBC-8 Case Analysis—Healing
6403C10 SHSBC-9 Summary of Lower Levels—Clearing at Level Four
6403C12 SHSBC-10A Track Analysis (film)
6403C12 SHSBC-10B Running GPMs (film)
6403C17 SHSBC-11 The Road to Perfection
6403C18 SH TVD TV Demonstration—Comments by L. Ron Hubbard (Auditing Demonstration on Goals Plotting R6 Model Session, Handling an ARC Break)
6403C19 SHSBC-12 Flatening a Process Translation: French.
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**Study Translations:** Danish, Dutch, French, German, Hebrew, Spanish, Swedish.

**Gradients Translations:** Danish, Dutch, Swedish.

**Cycles of Action Translations:** Danish, Dutch, French, German, Spanish, Swedish.

**Levels—The Reason for Them**

**The Failed Case**

**Interview with Mr. Phelon**

**Communication—A Gradient on Duplication Translation:** Dutch.

**Mastery of the GPMs (film)**

**Pattern of the Bank (film)**

**THE FAILED CASE**

**Material of the R6 Bank**

**Films**

**Material of the R6 Bank**

**Films**

**The Scientology Pin (or Membership Pin)**

Worn by members of the Hubbard Association of Scientologists International, it is a gold lapel size pin of the Scientology symbol.


**Scientology Abridged Dictionary,** based on the works of L. Ron Hubbard, was published by the Hubbard College of Scientology, Saint Hill Manor, East Grinstead, Sussex, England, 1965. Translations: Danish, Dutch, French, German, Spanish, Swedish.


**Sanity for the Layman—A New Understanding of Life and Human Behavior,** taken from the works of L. Ron Hubbard, published by the Scientology Center, San Diego, California, 1965.

**E-METERS**

As of December 1965 the only meters permitted for use in the Academies of Scientology were the British Mark V and the Azimuth Alignment Meter. These were the only allowed meters until 1970 when the American Mark V was also authorized.

**Auditor Blazer Badge for Class IV Auditor**

A shield with two horizontal stripes across the top.

The top stripe is yellow with the Roman numerals "0-IV" in red.

The second stripe is black with the word "auditor" in gold.

The bottom of the shield is green with a gold Scientology symbol. Below the shield is a gold banner with the words "Standard Tech" in red.

**Auditor Blazer Badge for Class VI Auditor**

A shield with two horizontal stripes across the top.

The top stripe is yellow with the Roman numeral "VI" in red.

The second stripe is black with the word "auditor" in gold.

The bottom of the shield is blue with a gold Scientology symbol. Below the shield is a gold banner with the words "Standard Tech" in red.

**The Release Pin**

A small lapel size pin. It is the Scientology symbol in gold with a red "R" (for Release) mounted on it. It signifies a release, Grades 0 through IV.

**The Power Release Pin**

When a preclear has attained Grades V, VA or VI, the release pin in the S and double triangle (Scientology symbol) with the red "R" plus a gold wreath encircling.
THE LIST OF DIANETICS AND SCIENTOLOGY PUBLICATIONS, FILMS AND TAPES

THE CLEAR BRACELET

Grade VII Clear is signified by a silver identification bracelet with the S and double triangle on it. The bracelet is sterling silver. The underside bears the words "Scientology Clear", L. Ron Hubbard's initials, the engraved name of the person and the date they were declared Clear and their Clear number.

THE O.T. (OPERATING THETAN) BRACELET

Operating Thetan is signified by a gold identification bracelet with the S and double triangle on it.

1965 TAPED LECTURES

The Saint Hill Special Briefing Course continued throughout 1965.

650C16 SHSBC-55 The Progress and Future of Scientology
650C30 SHSBC-56 ARC Breaks and Generalities
650C06 SHSBC-57 Org Board and Livingness Translations: Danish, Dutch, German, Spanish, Swedish.
650C13 SHSBC-58 The Lowest Levels
650C27 SHSBC-59 Awareness Levels
650C11 SHSBC-60 ARC Breaks and PTPs, the Differentiation
650C18 SHSBC-61 Organization and Ethics Translations: Dutch, Swedish.
650C25 SHSBC-62 The Five Conditions Translations: Dutch, French, German, Swedish.
650C08 SHSBC-63 Handling the PTS
650C29 SHSBC-64 The Well-Rounded Auditor
650C27 SHSBC-65 Stages of Release
650C03 CC-1 Material of the R6 Bank (film)
650C09 SHSBC-66 Classification and Gradation (film)
650C21 SHSBC-67 Out Tech
651C08 Three Main Points Watched for in Review
651C14 SHSBC-68 Briefing to Review Auditors
651C20 Conference
651C29 Conference on Speed Up of Waiting Lists

1965 BOOKS


1966 TAPED LECTURES

The Saint Hill Special Briefing Course continued until the end of 1966.

660C19 SHSBC-69 About Rhodesia
660C21 SHSBC-70 Dianetic Auditing Translations: Danish, Dutch, French, German, Spanish, Swedish.
660C26 SHSBC-71 The Classification Chart and Auditing Translations: Danish, Dutch, German, Swedish.
660C28 SHSBC-72 Dianetic Auditing and the Mind Translations: Danish, Dutch, German, Spanish, Swedish.
660C02 SHSBC-73 Suppressives and OAEs Translations: Danish, Dutch, Swedish.
660C04 SHSBC-74 Dianetics, Scientology and Society
660C16 SHSBC-75 Releases and Clears
660C18 SHSBC-76 Study and Intention (also known as Round-up of Study Materials) Translations: Danish, Dutch, French, German, Hebrew, Spanish, Swedish.
660C23 SHSBC-77 Organization Translations: Dutch, Swedish.
660C01 SHSBC-79 Gradients and ARC
660C08 SHSBC-80 States of Identity
661C01 SHSBC-81 Government and Organization Translations: Dutch, Swedish.
661C29 SHSBC-82 Scientology Definitions I—OT and Clear Defined
661C06 SHSBC-83 Scientology Definitions II
661C13 SHSBC-84 Scientology Definitions III

The following are lectures given by L. Ron Hubbard in 1966.

660C25 Conference with Compilations
660C12 Internes Conference, Part 1
660C12 Internes Conference, Part 2
660C06 Ron's Talk to Saint Hill and Worldwide Staff
660C27 Solo Session Demonstration by L. Ron Hubbard

1966 FILM


1966
1967

BOOKS


1967

FILM

*Affinity*, based on the works of L. Ron Hubbard was filmed at Saint Hill Manor, East Grinstead, Sussex, England, in the Autumn of 1967. 20 Minutes.

1967

INSIGNIA

*The Operating Thetan Symbol*

The symbol used for OT activities is an oval "O" with a horizontal bar and a vertical bar down from its center to the bottom of the "O". A person attaining Section V OT may have a wreath completely around the outer side of the "O". The OT symbol is worn on necklaces and rings.

*The Sea Organization Symbol*

The laurel wreath represents victory. Used throughout history to crown poets, artists and champions. It not only represents the physical victory, but the series of inner victories achieved by the individual. It is associated with the head—the traditional abode of the spirit.

The star is the symbol of the spirit. The five-pointed star signifies "rising up towards the point of origin". The laurel wreath and star in combination signify the victory of the spirit. Its proper color is always gold. The star is not trapped in its victory, but is in the open field towards the top of the wreath, allowing free exit beyond its victory. The symbol is in a field of blue symbolizing Truth.

The Sea Organization, founded August 12, 1967, is a fraternal organization existing within the formalized structure of the Churches of Scientology.

The Sea Organization symbol is worn as cloth badges, brooches and rings.

1967

TAPE LECTURES

These lectures were given by L. Ron Hubbard during 1967.

6701C12 OT & Clear Graduation aboard *Royal Scotman*
6702C25 The Big Auditing Problem
6709C20 Ron's Journal 1967
6711C16 SO Watch Quarter and Station Bill (WQSBI)
6711C18 SO A Talk to Saint Hill and Worldwide Ethics Officers

Translations: Dutch, German, Swedish.

6711C30 SO Crew Training
6712C10 SO Form and Manner of Keeping Watches

Translations: Danish, Dutch.

1968

BOOKS


*Miracles for Breakfast*—A startling new approach to raising children, based on the works of L. Ron Hubbard, published by Scientology Ann Arbor, Ann Arbor, Michigan, April, 1968. Translations: Danish, French, Spanish.

*Magazine Articles on Level 0 Checksheet*, a compilation of magazine articles by L. Ron Hubbard that are part of Level 0 auditor training, published by the Hubbard College of Scientology, Saint Hill, East Grinstead, Sussex, England, 1968.


WHAT IS SCIENTOLOGY?


1968

INSIGNIA

*The Class VIII Badge*

The Class VIII Badge is a shield with two horizontal stripes across the top with the word "auditor" and the Roman numeral VIII. The bottom of the shield contains the Scientology symbol and the banner below it, the words "Standard Tech."

The Class VIII Badge is all red with gold lettering and numbering. It is given to permanent Class VIII auditors only.

*The Distribution Division Six Badge*

The purpose of the 6th Division of the Church of Scientology is to make Scientology grow. This is the Distribution Division. Its symbol and the symbol worn by its personnel is the Affinity-Reality-Communication (ARC) triangle intertwined with the symbol for infinity.
TAPED LECTURES

The following lectures were given by L. Ron Hubbard during 1968.

6801C05 AO-1 Fast Flow and Inspection Before the Fact
6801C12 AO-2 Those Who Will Put Things Right
6801C17 SO Weather
6801C26 AO-4 Ron’s Talk at 4th Graduation on Royal Scotman (renamed Apollo)
6803C09 Validity of Track Recall
6803C30 SO Class VIII-7 Case Supervisor Do’s and Don’ts — The Total Rationale and Background of Auditing
6809C29 SO Class VIII-6 Mechanics of Techniques and Study Matter
6809C28 SO Class VIII-5 The Standard Green Form and Rudiments
6809C27 SO Class VIII-4 Standard Tech Defined
6809C26 SO Class VIII-3 The Laws of Case Supervision
6809C25 SO Class VIII-2 What Standard Tech Does
6809C24 SO Class VIII-1 Welcome to the Class VIII Course — An Introduction to Standard Tech
6809C23 SO Class VII-6 Auditors Evaluation
6809C22 Technology
6809C21 SO Class VII-5 The Standard Green Form
6809C20 SO Class VII-4 Standard Tech Defined
6809C19 Validity of Track Recall
6809C18 On The Class VIII Course

The following lectures were given to the First Class VIII Course in September and October 1968.

1968

6809C08 SO Class VIII-13 Ethics and Case Supervision
6809C07 SO Class VIII-12 More on Basics
6809C06 SO Class VIII-11 Assessments and Listing Basics
6809C05 SO Class VIII-10 Assists
6809C04 SO Class VIII-9 Laws of Listing and Nulling
6809C03 SO Class VIII-8 Certainty of Standard Tech
6809C02 SO Class VIII-7 The Basics and Simplicities of Standard Tech
6809C01 SO Class VIII-6 Standard Tech

1969

BOOKS


translations: Danish, Dutch, French, German.

6910C16 WSO-2 Welcome to the Sea Organization: Drills. translations: Danish, Dutch, French, German.

6910C17 WSO-3 Welcome to the Sea Organization: Why the Sea Org is Successful. Translations: Danish, Dutch, French, German.

6910C20 WSO-4 Welcome to the Sea Organization: Third Dynamic Activity and Making Things Go Right. Translations: Danish, Dutch, French, German.

6910C21 WSO-5 Welcome to the Sea Organization: It’s a PRO World. Translations: Danish, Dutch, French, German.

1970

BOOKS


1969

FILM

Reality. Based on the works of L. Ron Hubbard, was produced in Copenhagen, Denmark, in 1969. 20 minutes.

1969

TAPED LECTURES

The following lectures were given by L. Ron Hubbard in 1969.

6904C03 & 04 Dianetics Program
6905C29 First Standard Dianetics Graduation — The Dianetic Program Translations: Danish, Dutch, French, German, Spanish, Swedish.
6910C27 Confusion and Stable Datum
6910C26 Centre—The Total Rationale and Background of Auditing

1970

E-METERS

In 1970 the American Mark V E-Meter became available. It along with the British Mark V and Azimuth Alignment Meter became the standard meters and have continued until present time.

1970

FILM

Freedom. Based on the works of L. Ron Hubbard, was filmed in Los Angeles, California, in 1970. 20 minutes.
1970

TAPED LECTURES

L. Ron Hubbard gave the following lectures in 1970.

7001C30 A Succinct View of Public Relations
7005C09 The 20th Anniversary of Dianetics: The Modern Science of Mental Health
7006C11 Drills, Watches, Signals, Radar, QM Log
7006C21 Ron's Address to The Grand National Convention in Los Angeles

1971

TAPED LECTURES

In January and February 1971, L. Ron Hubbard lectured to the students on the Flag Executive Briefing Course.

7101C17 SO FEBC-1 Welcome to the FEBC
7101C18 SO FEBC-2 PR Becomes a Subject. Translation: Swedish
7101C18 SO FEBC-3 The Org Officer/Product Officer System, Part I
7101C18 SO FEBC-4 The Org Officer/Product Officer System, Part II
7101C23 SO FEBC-5 How to Post An Org
7101C23 SO FEBC-6 The Org Officer and His Resources, Part I
7101C23 SO FEBC-7 The Org Officer and His Resources, Part II
7101C24 SO FEBC-8 Viability and the Role of the HAS
7101C24 SO FEBC-9 Production and Resources of the HAS
7101C24 SO FEBC-10 The HAS and the "Coins" of the Organization
7102C03 SO FEBC-11 As You Return to Your Org
7102C03 SO FEBC-12 The FEBC Org Board and its VFPs

The following lectures were given by L. Ron Hubbard in 1971.

7105C09 SO Training People to Train. Translations: Danish, Swedish
7106C12 Welcome to the Internship
7106C05 SO A Talk on a Basic Qual, Part I
7106C05 SO A Talk on a Basic Qual, Part II

BOOKS


Assault on a Church, based on the works of L. Ron Hubbard, published by the Church of Scientology Information Service, Los Angeles, California, 1971.


The Standard Dianetics Picture Book, a visual aid for a quicker understanding and dissemination of standard Dianetics and Dianetic pastoral counseling, taken from the works of L. Ron Hubbard, published by the American Standard Hill Organization, Publications Department, Los Angeles, California, December, 1971.

1972

BOOKS


Child Scientology, an aid to family and marriage guidance, based on the works of L. Ron Hubbard, published in Auckland, New Zealand, 1972.


The Basic Dianetics Picture Book, a visual aid to a better understanding of man and the mind, taken from the works of L. Ron Hubbard, published by the Publications Organization, U.S., Los Angeles, California, September, 1972. Translation: German.

TAPE LECTURES

The following lectures were re-issued by L. Ron Hubbard in February, 1972.

7202C26 LRH/MTS-1 CCH: Steps 1-4 Demonstration (Reissue of 507C07 FC-1) Translations: French, German.
7202C26 LRH/MTS-2 Demonstration of an Assist (Reissue of 5911C09 1MACC-2) Translations: French, German.
7202C26 LRH/MTS-3 Patching up Two 3DXX Cases (Reissue of 625C16 SH TVD-5 A&B) Translations: French, German.
7202C26 LRH/MTS-4 Check on 'What?' Questions and Having Probe (Reissue of 625C23 SH TVD-6) Translations: French, German.
7202C26 LRH/MTS-5 Fish and Fumble—Checking Dirty Needles (Reissue of 625C23 SH TVD-7) Translations: French, German.

WHAT IS SCIENTOLOGY?

L. Ron Hubbard gave the following lectures in March 1972 for the training of Establishment Officers.

7203C01 ESTO-1 Estos Instant Hat, Part I
7203C01 ESTO-2 Estos Instant Hat, Part II
7203C02 ESTO-3 Evaluation and Handling of Personnel, Part I
7203C02 ESTO-4 Evaluation and Handling of Personnel, Part II
7203C03 ESTO-5 Handling Personnel, Part I
7203C03 ESTO-6 Handling Personnel, Part II
7203C04 ESTO-7 Hold the Form of the Org, Part I
7203C04 ESTO-8 Hold the Form of the Org, Part II
7203C05 ESTO-9 Revision of the Product/Org System, Part I
7203C05 ESTO-10 Revision of the Product/Org System, Part II
7203C06 ESTO-11 F/NG Staff Members, Part I
7203C06 ESTO-12 F/NG Staff Members, Part II

L. Ron Hubbard gave the following lectures to students on the first Expanded Dianetics Course.

7203C30 SO XDN-1 Expanded Dianetics. Translations: French, German.
7204C07 SO XDN-3 Auditor Administration. Translations: French, German.
7204C07 SO XDN-4 Illness Breakthrough. Translations: French, German.

L. Ron Hubbard gave the following lectures in 1972.

7203C08 SO General Evaluation
7203C12 SO New Names and Promotion
7203C12 SO Surveys and Advance Magazine
7203C22 SO A "Why"
7203C23 SO Course Supervision
7203C27 SO Supervision—Study
7203C28 SO Training Program
7203C28 SO Study and Student Hat
7203C29 SO Study "Why"
7204C06 SO The Primary Run Down
7204C11 SO Justice Policy Letter — February 7, 1970
7204C17 SO Preclear Folder
7204C18 SO Talk to an Establishment Officer
7204C29 SO How to Write Mission Orders
7204C24 SO Public Relations Function
7205C12 SO PTS
7205C25 SO Talk on Filmscripts
7205C26 SO 2nd Talk on Filmscripts
BOOKS


Translations: Dutch, French, German, Swedish.


Translations: Dutch, French, German, Swedish.


Volume 6—Distribution Division. Translations: Danish, German, Swedish.


Volume 8—Policy Division. Translations: Dutch, Swedish.


BOOKS


Executive Survival Kit, based on the works of L. Ron Hubbard, published by the Independent Journal published by the Church of Scientology, Los Angeles, California, 1975.


Interpol Dossier, published by Freedom Magazine—The Independent Journal published by the Church of Scientology, Los Angeles, California, 1975.

BOOKS

About Art, taken from the works of L. Ron Hubbard, published by the Church of Scientology—Celebrity Centre, Los Angeles, California, 1976.

Evidence on the Religious Bona Fides and Status of the Church, published by the Church of Scientology Information Service, Los Angeles, California, April, 1976.

Hubbard Communications Office Policy Letter Subject Index, published by Publications Organization, U.S., Los Angeles, California, March, 1976. (also known as the HCOP Subject Index)
1970-1971

1976

**TAPE CASSETTES**

L. Ron Hubbard tape recorded a message for each individual Church of Scientology in December 1976.

1977

**BOOKS**


Press View, the FBI Raid, published by the Church of Scientology of California, Los Angeles, 1977.


The Volunteer Minister Booklets, 1 to 9, by L. Ron Hubbard, published by Publications Organization, Los Angeles, California, 1977.


Auditing Series Volume IX 1953-1955

Technical Bulletins Volume I 1954-1956

Technical Bulletins Volume III 1957-1959


Technical Bulletin Volume V 1962-1964

Technical Bulletin Volume VI 1965-1966


Translations:

French, German, Spanish, Swedish.

DECEMBER, 1977

1977

**TAPE CASSETTES**

7707C Can We Ever Be Friends? Translations: French, German, Swedish, Dutch, Danish.


5807C04 CC-1 The Fact of Clearing, Part 1 and 2

5807C04 CC-2 The Factors of Clearing (Four Elements), Part 1, 2 and 3

5807C04 CC-3 The Freedoms of Clear, Part 1, 2 and 3

5807C05 CC-4 Prerequisites to Auditing, (Evaluation of Importance, Things to Know in Auditing), Part 1 and 2

5807C05 CC-5 Clear Procedure, Part 1 CCH 0, Help, Part 1, 2 and 3

5807C05 CC-6 Clear Procedure, Part II: Creativeness, Part 1, 2 and 3


**FILM CARTRIDGES**

**1978**

**BOOKS**

Have You Lived Before This Life? (a new expanded edition) by L. Ron Hubbard. Published by Publications Organization, Los Angeles, California, March 1978.

From the preceding panorama of material hundreds of Dianetics and Scientology courses — both technical and administrative have been created. The following is a list of just those course materials which have been translated. These translations are all recorded on magnetic recording tape and are available from the Scientology Publications Organization in Copenhagen, Denmark. This list of translations grows almost daily, so write for a list of translations currently available.

**STUDY TECHNOLOGY COURSES**

Method One Co-Auditing Course Translations: Danish, Dutch, French, German, Swedish.

Mini Word Clearing Course Translations: Danish, German, Swedish.

Professional Word Clearer’s Course Translations: Dutch, French, German, Swedish.
TRs and Objectives Course Translations: Dutch, French, German, Swedish.

Two-Way Communication Checklist Translations: Dutch, French, German, Swedish.

INTERNESHIP MATERIALS
Class IV Interneship/Class IV OK to Audit Translations: French, German, Swedish.
Class IV OK to Case Supervise Translations: French, Spanish.
Dianetics Interneship/Qual OK to Audit Dianetics Translations: Danish, Dutch, French, German, Spanish.
Dianetics OK to Case Supervise Translations: French, Swedish.
Hubbard Mini Course Supervisor Course OK to Supervise Interneship Translations: French, German, Swedish.
Hubbard Professional Course Supervisor Course OK to Supervise Interneship Translations: French, German.

TECHNICAL SERIES
Basic Auditing Series Translations: French, German, Swedish.
Case Supervisor Series Translations: Dutch, German, Swedish.
Cramming Series Translation: Swedish.

ADMINISTRATIVE AND STAFF COURSES (HATS)
Basic FBO (Flag Banking Officer) Hat Translation: Swedish.
Ethics Officer Mini Hat Translation: German.
European Finance Course Translations: Danish, Dutch, French, German, Swedish.
FESer Hat (Folder Error Summary) Translation: French.
Get More Starts Hat Translation: Dutch.
Hats Officer Mini Hat Translation: Spanish.
Hubbard Apprentice Scientology Course Staff Briefing Translation: Danish.
Hubbard Communications Office Area Secretary Mini Hat Translation: German, Spanish.
Hubbard Guidance Center Auditor Mini Hat Translation: French.
Professional Salesmanship Course Translations: Danish, Dutch, French, German, Swedish.
Qualifications Secretary Mini Hat Translations: German, Spanish.
Sea Organization—Product 0—Introduction to Scientology Ethics Course Translations: Danish, Dutch, French, German.
Sea Organization—Product 0—Introduction to Scientology Study Technology Translations: Danish, Dutch, French, German.
Sea Organization—Product 0—Introduction to the Sea Organization Translations: Danish, Dutch, French, German.
Stable Terminal Checcksheet Translation: German.
Staff Book Hat Translations: Dutch, French.
Staff Book Hat Reference Materials Translations: Danish, German, Swedish.
Staff Status 0 Translations: Danish, German, Spanish, Swedish.
Staff Status I Translations: Danish, Dutch, French, German, Spanish, Swedish.
Staff Status II Translations: Danish, Dutch, French, German, Swedish.

For prices and availability of these publications, write to your nearest Scientology Publications Organization:
The Church of Scientology of California Publications Organization U.S. 4833 Fountain Avenue East Annex Los Angeles, California 90029 Scientology Publications Organization Denmark Jernbanegade 6 1608 Copenhagen V Denmark

ADMINISTRATIVE SERIES
Account Audits Series Translation: Swedish.

Administrative Know-How Series Translations: Swedish.
Data Series Translations: Dutch, French, German, Spanish, Swedish.
Establishment Officer (Estol) Series Translations: French, Swedish.
Executive Series Translations: Dutch, French, Swedish.
Finance Series Translations: Danish, French, Swedish.
Organizing Series Translations: French, Swedish.
Personnel Programming Series Translation: Swedish.
Personnel Series Translation: Swedish.
Public Relations Series Translations: Dutch, German, Spanish, Swedish.
Qual Lines Series Translation: Swedish.
Target Series Translation: Swedish.